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Dear Parents, 
 

 It’s been a great first month as a new class, and the children are settling into the routine of the classroom, 
exploring all of the different play and learning materials, and learning to play cooperatively. In the first week, we 
discussed how we all have similarities and also differences, and that each child is special and unique. We enjoyed 
looking in a mirror and drawing a self-portrait. Then we learned about various emotions, and we labeled the emotions of 
children in different pictures. We discussed and read books about what we should do when we’re angry or frustrated, 
which will be an ongoing learning process, because we want them to continue to use appropriate calm down strategies 
when upset. We will also continue to help them resolve conflicts, as they arise in the classroom. We also read books that 
taught us to use our manners, such as “please,” “thank you,” “sorry,” and “excuse me.” The following week, our theme 
was My Family & My Home. We looked at pictures of our families and we each created a family tree. We looked at 
pictures of different types of homes from all over the world and matched animals to their homes. During My 
Town/Community Helpers week, we learned about some of the important places and people in our community, such as, 
doctors, veterinarians, police officers, mail carriers, farmers, teachers, construction workers, etc. We read books about 
some of these Community Helpers and enjoyed pretending to be doctors, veterinarians, construction workers, etc. in 
our Dramatic Play center. For our Colors & Shapes theme, we worked together to make a collage for each color of the 

rainbow, gluing on various art materials that matched each color. We also practiced 
graphing with colored Goldfish crackers, and played Colors & Shapes BINGO. Instead of 
learning about trees, leaves, and squirrels for the last week of September, we switched the 
theme to Apples to go along with our Johnny Appleseed field trip on October 1st. We 
observed apples of 3 different colors, learned the names of the different parts of an apple, 
and learned about the life cycle of an apple. We also did a taste test – tasted a red, yellow, 
and green apple, and then created a class graph to see which apple was our favorite. As you 
can see, the school year is off to a busy start and a lot of learning is already taking place. In 
October, we look forward to even more fun and engaging learning experiences! 
 

Question of the Month: What is your favorite thing to do in the Bluebirds class? 
Anna – “When I do art.” 
Aurora – “Play with toys in Block center.” 
Ben – “Play with Magna Tiles and build a kitty house.” 
Carson – “Play with cars in Block center.” 
Khyler – “Read books.”  
Wyatt – “I like to play with the Doctor stuff in Dramatic Play.” 
Xander – “I like playing with the [road] signs in Block center.” 
 

Weekly Themes:  
October 4th – 8th: Trees, Leaves, and Squirrels 
October 11th – 15th: Spiders 
October 18th – 22nd: Fire Safety 
October 25th – 29th: Pumpkins 
 

Special Dates: 
October 1st: On-site Field Trip: Lancaster Parks & Recreation – Johnny Appleseed 
October 3rd: Happy 4th Birthday Wyatt! 
October 11th: Happy 4th Birthday Ben! 
October 13th: Music with Miss Brenna  
October 19th: On-site Field Trip: Elizabethtown Fire Department 
October 29th: Wear-Your-Halloween-Costume-to-School Day & Halloween Party  


